
NOTES FOR YOUR 4-5 PAGE RESEARCH PAPER 
 

CITATIONS – This paper required in-depth library research.  You must cite literature and 

express ideas demonstrating that you’ve applied the concepts we’ve covered in class.  In outside 

library sources, look for:  

 

Dance History books; general histories of dance spread widely over time and place 

General histories of an era and/or a type of dance 

Dance Histories which cover a limited time period 

Accounts of the emergence of new forms of dance 

Accounts of the life and work of notable figures in dance history 

Collected writings of choreographers, performers and theorists 

Collected writings of dance critics 

Anthropological accounts of a specific culture, including its dancing 

Well-researched Video Documentaries on dance 

Dance Research Journals 
Our textbook is an excellent resource in itself, plus it has a large bibliography at the 

back, arranged by chapter and subject.   

 

If you’ve checked the above 11 types of sources are having trouble finding sources for your 

specific dance form, please see me.   

 

As you write, keep checking our Course Goals/Student Learning (on pages 1 and 2 of the 

syllabus) to demonstrate that you have succeeded in applying your knowledge accordingly.  Start 

with an Introduction and finish with a Conclusion that summarizes the themes arising from your 

research and the live event.   

 

WORDS OF CAUTION - Looking at dance history texts is a starting point in the important 

process of moving away from the concept of always accepting the works written on a printed 

page as representing some kind of truth or reality.  The historical study of dance is never fixed or 

undisputed.  New evidence can appear – new techniques of analysis emerge – further 

interpretations can allow for more refined evaluations of events.   

 

The problem with most general histories of dance spread widely over time and place is the 

tendency for the authors to assume a straight-line evolutionary progression from black, primitive, 

social or religious forms of dance to white, western, theatrical forms  This view is now seen as 

ethnocentrically biased.  Another pitfall is the tendency to believe that dance, like human activity 

in general, has evolved into ever more advanced states and is, in some way, “better” as time 

progresses.  Using current values and ideals to assess historical materials tends to cause writers 

to look down on the past, and rate it as “less than” now.  Try to avoid these pitfalls, and see if 

you can look at the dance and culture as if you were living there and then; a total immersion in 

the past. 

 

Enjoy your topic! 
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